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QUESTION 1

Your customer has enabled BMC management and remote access in the event that they need you the Intel Server
Specialist to perform remote reporting or diagnostics. They want to know if chassis status lights and buttons are
available via the Embedded Web Server, and if so which ones. (Select ALL that apply). 

A. Only power and reset buttons are available 

B. Only the power and status LEDs are visible via the EWS 

C. Only the power LED is visible through the EWS 

D. The power, chassis id and status LEDs are available 

E. Power, reset and chassis id buttons are available 

F. Only the chassis id is available through the EWS 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer needs a hardware manageability solution for a large order. Which of the following server systems should an
Intel Server Specialist recommend that has Intel Node Manager support? (Select ALL that apply). 

A. Intel Server System R1304BTSSFANR 

B. Intel Server System R1304RPSSFBN 

C. Intel Server System SR1630BC 

D. Intel Server System P4304BTSSFCNR 

E. Intel Server System R1304WTTGS 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is asking about reliability in server operation and in particular asks you how performance might be
affected if the memory in BIOS setup is set to Mirroring mode on a server system using an Intel S2600CW board. How
would you answer this question? (Select ALL that apply). 

A. The number of channels is halved 

B. Memory speed is doubled 

C. Usable memory is halved 

D. Memory speed is halved 
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E. Performance will not be affected 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer calls you to say that their server R1208RPMSHOR is having problems with th redundant power supply.
The email alerts configured on first installation keep sending emails saying "Reports redundancy has been lost, but the
unit is still functioning with the minimum amount of resources needed for normal operation Asserted." The IT manager is
complaining "my inbox is filling up, even though it is quite clear that the server still operates, and please can you get rid
of these horrible alerts." What should the Intel Server Specialist suggest for his customer? (Select ALL that apply). 

A. Pay the customer a visit to carry out a physical check on the server. 

B. Log into the embedded web server on the system to check if the second PSU was operating and when it stopped
operating. 

C. Advise the customer to do an RMA on both the PSUs. 

D. Ask the customer to do a physical inspection of the back of the server for a 2nd power cable connected to a live
supply. 

E. Ask the customer what was happening with the server on the date that the redundant power was first lost. 

F. Advise the customer to do an RMA on the entire server. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer is close to approving a sale of 35 server systems which require maximum memory configurations. While
looking at the Bill of Materials you are asked what (if any) are the benefits of using LR-DIMM over RDIMM. And if there
are none to go with RDIMMS. How would you answer him? 

A. LR-DIMM\\'s speed is higher 

B. LR-RDIMM\\'s support ECC 

C. More memory can be installed, since LR-DIMM supports rank multiplication 

D. Mirroring/Sparing memory mode can be set up using LR-DIMMs 

E. LR-DIMM\\'s have a dedicated memory controller, which offoads CPU cycles 

Correct Answer: C 
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